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Abstracts
Information forensics is an emerging new interdisciplinary field concerning about framework, algorithms, and methodology for traitor tracing,
content protection, tampering detection, component analysis for intellectual rights protection/infringement, and behavior modeling and analysis
for multimedia social networks.
Information forensics is to reconstruct what have happened to the content and to answer who has done what, when and how. To perform forensic
analysis, there got to be some traces of evidences. There are invisible traces of evidences left on the content when going through some operations
and devices. These “intrinsic fingerprints” can provide powerful forensic evidences regarding the history and provenance of digital content.
In this talk, we will present state-of-the-art advances to identify components inside a electronic device solely from its output by inferring what
algorithms/processing are employed and estimating their parameter settings. We will, as an example, discuss a new methodology for forensic
analysis of digital camera images based on the observation that color interpolation leaves distinct intrinsic traces on digital images, and these
intrinsic fingerprints can then be identified and employed to verify the authenticity of digital data. Using a detailed imaging model and applying
component analysis techniques, we can determine which interpolation algorithm is being used, estimate the parameter settings, and thus
determine the brand and model of the camera that take this picture.
It can be used for tampering detection as well. Any change or inconsistencies among the estimated in-camera fingerprints, or the presence of new
postcamera fingerprints suggests that the image has undergone some kind of processing after the initial capture, such as tampering or
steganographic embedding. Building upon such component forensics knowledge, we can extend such a “non-intrusive” forensic methodology to
address a number of larger forensic issues in discovering technology infringement and protecting intellectual property rights (infringement
forensics), identifying the type and model of acquisition device (acquisition forensics), detecting a variety of content tampering and verifying
integrity (tampering forensics), and building universal detector capable of detecting unseen and challenging steganography schemes
(steganography forensics), just to name a few.
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